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Abstract
This paper proposes an ecological methodology for the development and
delivery of Participatory Live Art (PLA) that foregrounds multispecies
inclusion and contemporary Western approaches to kinship practices. The
experiential, embodied format of PLA celebrates sense-based knowledge and
imaginative exploration, making it ideal for ecological enquiry, as it draws
participants into tactile, sensuous engagement with the material world. To
extend upon this potential, I propose a methodology that includes, and is
informed by, the sites and species with which any PLA project may intersect.
Developed using this methodology and presented here as a case study, Flight
Path (2019) examines the links between human culture and insect extinction
and questions how less visible extinction narratives can be brought to the
foreground of human awareness.

INTRODUCTION
Earth’s contemporary history is an environmental horror story. It is a story of searing
summers that go on too long and melt soles to road tar as people flee ravenous,
unstoppable fires (Johnson 2018). It is a story in which some cities sit permanently
below grey skies of chemical plumes, and others are swallowed by inland seas overnight
(Ganon 2019). It is a story in which the certainty of life on earth is slipping into the
Arctic ocean along with the melting ice caps. From a contemporary Western
perspective, this story of ecological crisis, is one of humanity pitched against a vast,
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hostile landscape commonly represented as a dumb, mute entity to be conquered, tamed,
or made useful for human aspiration (Plumwood 1993).
In this period of violent ecological destruction and collapse it is important to consider
how art is not just discussing these themes, but also challenging the anthropocentric
habits that assisted their creation and offering speculative solutions for living amongst
the ruins of a damaged planet, in their place. As climate change and its attending
ecological crises continue to intensify, human relationships with the material world
must be reframed, and reimagined. Artistic contributions to challenge hyper-separation
between humans and others are necessary to assist with the radical ideological,
perceptual and imaginative shifts required to realign ecological beliefs and behaviours
present in Western culture. Perceptual boundaries and borders need to be dissolved to
reassert that ‘we are a part of the nature that we seek to understand’ (Zapf on Barad
2016). Interdisciplinary investigation and intervention into ecological ideologies is
crucial (Luumma 2012) to create new potential models of human and non-human
engagement (Kirsky 2014).
But perhaps we need to look at how narratives of climate and extinction are practically
engaged, to identify where the Cartesian legacy (Barad 2003) of anthropocentric habit
has continued to restrict understanding of multispecies difference.
Participatory Live Art (PLA) provides a valuable platform for experimenting with
alternative modes of engagement between human and non-human communities. As a
multisensory, tactile, collaborative form it offers alternative modes of knowledge
gathering to participants and, as such, can be utilised to experiment with the disruption
of the damaging paradigms of anthropocentricism or human exceptionalism.
As a tool for transformation, the imagination can transcend the rules of logic, empower
the senses, and favour the non-human over the human, and the natural over the cultural
(Zapf 2016). An imaginative leap is required to move beyond the current, persistent
Western cultural narratives of dominion and isolation. In ‘Slowly Writing into the
Anthropocene’, Rose (2013) recounts a reflection by ecologist Francis Elger, that:
‘ecosystems may not only be more complex than we think, they may be more complex
than we can think’ (11). To make the entangled material world animate and tangible,
new spaces in the public imagination must be opened (Tsing 2010), and PLA enables an
accessible and adaptable way to approach this, as it can be shaped to include, and
respond to multiple sites and themes.
To deliver work that successfully contributes to the progression of ecological narratives,
and experiments with ecological solutions, a methodology that is guided by multispecies
attention and care is imperative. To do this from development through to delivery, I
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propose a methodology guided by New Materialism and Multispecies theory, that
ensures the work not just engages in ecological dialogue but demonstrates a practical
embodiment of principals and perspectives that seek to alleviate human separation from
the vital, agentic biosphere. By foregrounding multispecies inclusion and contemporary
kinship practices and collaborating with all sites and species encountered during a work,
PLA can offer participants an opportunity to be drawn back into tactile, sensuous
engagement with the material biological world.
The case study in this article, Flight Path II: FIELD NOTES (2019), focuses on my first
experiment with this methodology, examining the links between human culture and
insect extinction, questioning how an ecological approach to PLA encounters can bring
less visible extinction narratives to the foreground of human awareness, offering
speculative solutions to the destructive perspectives that have contributed to climate
crisis and mass extinction.

PLA AND NEW MATERIALIST PERSPECTIVES
Artists across disciplines are increasingly utilising their work to engage with and
interrogate the challenging narratives of ecological collapse (Doreen 2016). As a form,
PLA is especially suited to engagement with ecological themes. As an embodied
experience, PLA provides agency to an active audience who ‘affect material changes in
the work’ (Breel 2015 p. 369) allowing participants to physically engage with
non-human spaces and approaches. This demands active collaboration from
participants, necessitating a state of care (Bellacasa 2017). Without collaborative
contribution, the work does not exist, and so it offers an opportunity to directly practice
modes of care within an ecological framework which may be extended to include
multispecies care and explore models of kinship. Rejecting representationalism in
favour of performativity (Barad 2003) PLA tethers meaning to the material world, and
celebrates sense-based knowledge, imaginative exploration and tactile immersion.
Global Indigenous life ways and ontologies demonstrate an integrated, holistic and
reciprocal relationship with the non-human world. New forms of scholarships have
emerged to accommodate the western inability to theorise and conceptualise non-human
value and revitalise multi-species relationships. Attempting to emulate the deep
environmental embedded nature of indigenous knowledge ways, Multispecies Theory
and New Materialism recast the flat and passive non-human world as a vibrant and vital
biosphere upon which all life is dependent. These interdisciplinary fields reimagine
hierarchical human structures as decentralised planes of interrelationship and codependency (Bennet 2010), severing contemporary humanity from its assumptions of
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dominance and repopulating the so-called silent landscapes of anthropocentrism
(Haraway 2016).
Too commonly, the material world is relegated to enriching the background of human
endeavour, or to supporting it by way of metaphor (Plumwood 2005). Confined to the
human understanding of their role, animals, plants, and minerals alike are stripped of
their independence and agency, unless cast in anthropomorphic roles (Luumma 2012).
Reframing this, New Materialism shows the material world as the location for vibrant,
active relations and entanglements. It identifies the immersion of humans in, and
dependence upon a complex, multispecies biosphere (Coole, Frost 2019) within which
we are ‘perpetually interconnected with the flows of substances, and the agencies of
environments’ (Zapf 2016 p. 274). Adopting this framework of though removes the
human from the spotlight and proposes multispecies inclusion be approached through
kin-making, (Plumwood 2005) practices of sensory attentiveness, (Tsing 2010) and acts
of witnessing (Kirksky, Van Dooren, Munster 2016). Drawing on Indigenous ontologies
and storytelling practices (Sepie 2017), these modes of attentiveness offer an antidote to
the isolation of human exceptionalism, challenging notions of separation, borders,
boundaries (Barad 2012) and instead inspiring a greater recognition of the kinship
shared by all material bodies (Bennet 2010).
By attending to the complex, entangled relations of all beings, it may be possible to
1
respond with meaning, and in acknowledgement of the ‘sympoetic’ relations upon
which all beings depend (Haraway 2016). By incorporating the inclusive frameworks of
New materialism and Multispecies theory into each facet of PLA development and
delivery, it is possible to contribute to the climate crisis and mass extinction enquiries in
a unique way. Interrogating multispecies collaborating and inclusion in all aspects of
development and delivery ensures that participants are exposed to ecological themes in
an embodied, solutions-oriented manner. Enacting an ecological methodology enables a
PLA work to become a useful site to practise behaviours conducive to harmonious
multispecies engagement, entangled states and environmental mutualism.
Utilising this approach, PLA can offer a significant contribution to troubling
anthropocentric hegemonies and the rejection of nature-culture binaries. It can enable
participants to care for, and practise conscious participation in a complex, entangled,
and vital biosphere.

Sympoesis is defined by Haraway as ‘making-with’. Coined in Staying with the
Trouble (2016) ‘enfolds and extends’ autopoesis to reflection ‘complex, dynamic,
responsive, situated historical systems’ that create in the company of one another (58).
1
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INCLUSIVE COMPOSITION FROM DEVELOPMENT TO DELIVERY
To embody an ecological approach, PLA work must tell stories with a nd through the
multispecies world. A development process should:
a) Be guided by slow work and deep listening by considering narratives embedded
in places, in more than human bodies, and in the intra-action between
participants and the work.
b) Experiment with the presentation of non-human bodies in ways that they might
speak for themselves rather than through restricted human frameworks.
c) Reject reductionist, and binary approaches to the definitions of non-human, in
favour of assemblage, co-emergence, entangled multispecies narratives and
non-human agency.
d) Be multisensory, engaging and preferencing alternative knowledge production.
e) Maintain rigorous attention to multispecies participation both within the work
itself and the site of development, approaching all non-human contributors as
kin, and prioritising their needs.
f) Reject the reduction of location and species as pure resource and, instead
consider the work a product of collaboration by these material contributors.
g) Intend to result in meaningful responses to the collaboration with encountered
ecologies.
h) Identify, acknowledge and respect Indigenous intersections with site/species and
act to extend upon these, rather than rewrite them.
The public delivery of PLA in this context should intend to:
a) Immerse participants in a comprehensively multisensory environment.
b) Diminish the position of humans in PLA spaces and emphasise the non-human
by drawing attention to non-human languages and communication occurring
within the work.
c) Engage participants in a dialogue with the more than human, so as to encourage
deep listening and meaningful responses.
d) Engage participants emotionally.
e) Directly exhibit radical inclusion of non-human beings.
f) Provide participants with opportunities for empathetic engagement with the
more than human world and offer opportunities to respond or translate this.
g) Acknowledge collaboration with all key species and sites in promotional
materials.
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It is my aim that this approach will both cultivate attention to non-human articulations,
engage the imagination as a tool for transformation and to generate multisensory
perception. It is my hope that this approach will both cultivate curiosity and care for
multispecies communities and encourage recognition of the ‘ontological performance of
the world.’ (Oppermann, Iovino 2014 p. 469).

CRITICAL FRAMEWORKS IN EXTINCTION NARRATIVES
Created in experimental application of this methodology, Flight Path II: FIELD NOTES
(2019) was a PLA work intended to draw attention to the volume of insect extinction
currently underway. With 40% of all insects facing extinction (Carrington 2019) Flight
Path o ffered participants an opportunity to directly engage, interact with and care for
the live larvae of Black Soldier Flies in small acts of contemporary kin-ship. The
methodology for development and delivery was utilised in an effort to highlight the
importance of the non-human collaborators of the work and to cultivate as much of a
connection as possible between the human, and non-human participants.
Located in a speculative future after ecological collapse and the subsequent
hundred-year hunger, participants enter the space as volunteers - tasked with marking
the absence of long-dead insect bodies, recording those that have begun to return, and
taking an active role in their regeneration. Through a series of direct, tactile encounters
with live larvae, participants shaped the lab space - identifying, charting and
reimagining their dependence upon and entanglement with the insect population both in
the installation and across the larger external site.
Participants were invited to consider how they might shape new behavioural practices of
kinship, trialling a series of activities and exercises that involve multispecies inclusion
and care. Black Soldier flies were chosen for their valuable work in decomposition.
Consuming decaying matter and excreting nutrient rich matter called ‘frass’, this species
thematically assisted in highlighting the urgent need to dismantle and recompose human
relationships to the biosphere.
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Figure. 1 - Black Soldier Fly lavi

After completing a series of exercises within the installation of the work, participants
accompanied larvae out into an exploration of the site, to observe and visually record
the flight paths of successfully regenerated insects on site. Wearing a selected pouch of
larvae around their necks, participants were instructed to collaborate with their larvae
companions in both documentation of flight paths, but also the speculative imagining of
future flight ways for their larvae when they reached adulthood. Some participants were
invited to place themselves in the role of flight insect and chart their own flight path
through the site. All flight paths were then translated by participants into a cumulative,
visual data set back in the installation. Using different materials to denote different
sensorial and emotional experiences that occurred in the recording process, flight paths
were pinned to a projection screen depicting footage of the larvae, so as to tether the
future flight to the grounded larvae and allowing participants to directly contribute to
the hopeful dreaming for future insect life on site.
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F
 igure 2 - Flight Path Lab. Image by Devika Bilimoria

Figure 3 - Flight Path Lab. Image by Devika Bilimoria
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Figure 4 - Encountering movement of live Soldier Fly larvae in pouches. Image by Devika Bilimoria

Figure 5 - Decomposition. Image by Devika Bilimoria
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The development period was long, lasting six months, to enable the attentive work
across more-than-human timescales that arises from working ‘slowly’ (Rose 2013). The
needs and desires of larvae (obtained through both research and extensive observation
and tactile engagement) directly shaped the
aesthetic and overall design of the work.
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Figure 7. Cultivating attentiveness. Image by Devika Bilimoria
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Inside the installation space of Flight Path participants were instructed to attempt to
diminish their own voices while in the installation space and aim to become
increasingly attentive to the material languages presented by the Soldier Flies.
Presentation took place in a multisensory and immersive space. Soundscapes by artists
Amy Hanley and Jake Steele accompanied aural and written instructions, video
projection, tactile enquiries, and the distinctive earthy scent of the larvae. The processes
required close observation, attempts at multispecies communication, celebration, and
translation using information gathered sensorially and intuitively.
Participant engaged intimately and perceptively both with the larvae within the
installation space and with the site externally. They repeatedly reported emotional
responses to the work and the larvae, often reluctant to leave the space and the group of
larvae they had worked with, behind. In multiple instances participants requested more
information of the species and their specific survival needs amongst the current insect
extinction, some requested to continue to care for the larvae after their time in
the work had concluded.

CONCLUSION
This methodology is one aspect of an ongoing effort to learn how to be affected by the
curious entanglement of a multispecies world, and to facilitate PLA where others might
do the same. By engaging the imagination in multisensory, immersive and embodied
experiences, PLA provides the facility to observe the intentionality of other creatures,
and to reframe our knotty, complex relations with them. This approach to ecological
enquiry becomes increasingly significant as we seek to understand and address not just
the symptoms, but the foundations of climate crisis. By seeking to understand and
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dismantle the dominant human-centric practices that have led to ecological destruction,
through PLA we can begin to re-experience the world (Haraway 2016) and hopefully
cast before us speculative futures of multispecies entanglement and reciprocity. As the
need for urgent action grows exponentially, we must interrogate the processes used to
create work about the climate crisis and extinction. With rigorous enquiry and
application of methodologies informed by inclusive and attentive frameworks such as
multispecies theory and new materialism, PLA can provide a dynamic vehicle for the
consideration of the intentional and communicative articulations of the biosphere
(Opperman 2013). I intend to continue to expand upon and further decompose and
recompose the parameters of this methodology as my practice in turn develops and
changes.
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